Second Industry Institute Interaction-2015
The Second Industry Institute Interaction-2015 was organized by the Department of
Electronics and Communication Engineering, Department of Electrical Engineering,
Department of Civil Engineering and Department of Mechanical Engineering of the
four institutions of Poornima Foundation on Saturday, April 04, 2015 at Poornima
Institute of Engineering & Technology, Jaipur. The event was on a very pertinent
theme “Discussion on bridging the gap between Industry and Academia”, which for
long have been operating in separate domains, are rapidly inching closer to each
other to create synergies. The event aimed at bringing together all the stakeholders
Delegates from industries, Management of Poornima Foundation, Head of Academics,
Faculty members and Students to discuss the dimensions of Industry Institute
Interaction today and exchange ideas, practice and experiences on different aspects
of Industry-Academia integration.
The event has been started with the Project Exhibition. The exhibition housed display
of more than 120 best projects from all the four institutions of Poornima Foundation.
These projects were evaluated and reviewed by the industry experts during the
exhibition.
Issues related with students, faculty and institute were discussed during the
interaction including Expert Talks, Industrial Visit, Summer Internship, Problem
Based Projects, Industry Sponsored Projects, Innovative Projects and Research. The
delegates from various industries emphasized on Practical approach of the projects.
A common understanding was made for joint mentorship program and new strategic
partnership.
The important outcome of the Industry Institute Interaction was bringing policy
makers, academicians, practitioners and main stake holders – Students on a common
platform to discuss on issues relating to the theme “Discussion on bridging the gap
between Industry and Academia”. Besides deliberations held on diverse related topics
by experts, research papers were also presented by students, Projects were also
demonstrated on the occasion.
More than 25 delegates from 15 distinguished organizations were participated in the
Second Industry Institute Interaction-2015.

